schooling and birth control
the Church couldn’t keep up
is the grasp to control women to grasp onto the lack of power the Church has had in American
culture compared to protestants and anti-Catholic movements
The Women Who Danced for a Living
•
•

•

JPA=Juvenile Protection Association
pg 10 begins-- the birth control and idea of leaving family needing to leave the church's control-Before finding their way to the taxi dance hall, the sociologist explained, many young women had
gone through a "schism" from all dominant groups, including their homes, the neighborhood, the
parochial and "even the Roman Catholic church itelf" footnoted from Cressey The Taxi-Dance
Hall
While many Polish immigrant families openly adhered to public forms of religious worship as a
means of exercising personal faith, evidence suggests that in Chicago Polish American women
were less likely to abide by the church's social and sexual regulations, especially those that
prohibited commercialized birth control methods. Although many Polish Catholic immigrants
may have fulfilled their public religious obligations by sending their children to parochial schools
and generously giving to the collection plate every Sunday, in private many working-class
women maintained that birth control was less a moral issue than a personal choice influenced by
both economic and medical necessity
pg11
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As Kathy Pciss has pointed out, messages from parents, the church, and community members
about the virtues working-class women's daily lives conflicted with their lived experience of the
opportunities for romance and recreation that urban living and wage earning made possible- 15
Nowhere was this more evident than in the erosion of the power of the Catholic confessional. The
strategies of sexual and social control that had exerted power over their mothers in Polish villages
contrasted sharply with the frustration and even outrage voiced by many daughters over priests'
inquisitions of their sex lives.-16- REJECTION OF CONFESSIONAL
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-polish american girls had increased present on the street anyway from a young age but also went
out more bc of the sexual expliotation, along with space restraints and absence to privacy
THIS ARTICLE PINPOINTS A LOT OF STUDIES OF THE 20S WHICH WOULD PROB
WORK FOR PRIMARY SOURCES
PG 23 Footnote 77!!! the perceptions of polish compared to jews and italians at the time
pg 24- sexual delinquents, Louise de Koven Bowen and the JPA
On the other hand, Mary's experience is a reminder that in an era that some have described as a
sexual revolution, older value systems remained influential. - pg 25
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Could birth control be a way out of the church and why there was continous efforts for the church
to denounce it so they could keep their authority over others

Meeting Multiple Demands… -Ryan
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"worried educated mothers would ignore their catholic womanhood" smh just let them learn
how catholic schools really emphasized the caretaker jobs but also thats just kinda making sure
women stay submissive to the church
CATHOLIC COLLEGES ARE SNAKES pg5
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Mundelein but I guess it’s still just the Church and the time pg11
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and it’s not like Depaul didn’t care about raising enrollments
Vatican saying Jesuit education wasnt Catholic enough, so Loyola really had to be strict about
women enrollment to adhere to the Vatican

pg 27

